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Concise Guidelines and Concepts for the nu'nu Year 
no'nu is not something to be scared of. Rather, it should be viewed as an opportunity and 

privilege to be involved in 9*nu" nx nUITp. It is an area of ndin which needs to be studied 

and understood, just as any other area of nsn which we fulfill throughout our lives. The 

following points do not substitute for the on-going shiurim that we are having in the shul each 

nav afternoon, but I was asked to give a short-general guidelines to allow our members to be 

more aware of some of the basic concepts. I will not be quoting any sources. That will be 

reserved for the shiurim. As always, feel free to call with any questiorns. 050-432-2266. 

1. Any item deemed to have nry'ae nup must be treated with nurrp. This means that it 

should be eaten, enjoyed, and any edible leftovers should be discarded in a separate 

"y'a nrT" container, labeled as such, so as not to cause confusion. Each morning, 

after the remnants have become inedible for the average person, the bag should be 

closed and hey may be discarded in the regular garbage bin. 

2. Determining the correct halachic year: Vegetables follow when they are picked, while 

fruit follow when ripen. Thus, fruit with nTp will only become available late during8 

no'n, and even more so, the year after nu'ne. For the first few months, all fruit will 

be 6th year fruit, without any nu'nu issues. 

3. n'90-For various reasons, "n forbade any vegetables that grew on Jewish land 

during no'nu (even without human intervention). Thus, already very early during the 

no'nu year, vegetables will be an issue, and one will have to follow one of the below 

mentioned avenues of behavior. Exceptions to the decree of rn'9o are fruit, items 

grown on Non- Jewish owned land, items from the nav (Southern Israel), and items 

grown in hot-houses (see below). 

4. nn nn- A halachic remedy for "alowing" certain activities to be done on the fields 

during novne, after having sold the land to non Jews, according to strict Israeli legal law. 

There is a major controversy, dating back more than 100 years, as to whether this 

option should be pursuednvnnsi, given the current agricultural reality in the State of 

Israel. In any case, there is definitely halachic basis (though not a consensus) for the 

validity of such a sale. 7n ryn, the fruit from these lands do not have no-nv nuTz, 

and can be discarded regularly, though there are those that are 1nnn and do treat it 

with nui77. 

5. Ta ¥- Based on an early tanaitic source, the farmers transfer their lands to the local 

IT2, and then they are hired by that 7 na to work the land. This allows certain 

activites to be done on the land, that otherwise would have been forbidden. Produce 


